
Net Zero 

The threat of disastrous climate change is leading the need to reduce greenhouse gas and carbon output. A 
shift in mindset is required by businesses and individuals to consider the impact of their choices over the next 
ten years. The impact of COVID-19 has inadvertently led to new models of working, but the most obvious 
benefit being a reduction in commuter congestion and employers finding alternative ways to communicate that 
have far-reaching advantages to the environment. 

Part of the UK government’s strategy is ‘Net-Zero’; a call to balance all of the greenhouse gasses that the United 
Kingdom is emitting into the atmosphere with those that the country removes. The Climate Change Committee 
has highlighted that the UK needs to reach a 78% reduction in emissions by 2035 and an end to all greenhouse 
emissions by 2050. Emission reduction needs to occur across every sector of the economy (for example, 
transport, infrastructure, shipping) for this to be achievable. ‘Surface transport’ is the biggest offender when it 
comes to emissions, but the UK has made good progress when it comes to switching to renewable energy; over 
50% of our electricity now comes from renewable sources. However, we can all play our part. 

When it comes down to the individual; there are small changes we can make that can have a real impact. We 
can decide whether to fly or use rail to reach our destinations. We can eat less meat. We can switch to driving 
electric cars and change from gas to heat our homes. However; there can be economical obstacles to this. Often 
these changes can only be made by wealthier households, so more incentives to ‘not’ use fossil fuel vehicles and 
affordability are required by the government to ensure that these options can be considered by anyone and 
current policies are insufficient for existing targets. Electric vehicles are also not wholly environmentally friendly 
(they still produce significant levels of C02); but a meaningful shift to the use of these over other forms of 
surface transport is preferable. 

For transport to become more sustainable, the government needs to invest in infrastructure to encourage more 
public travel and shared mobility, as well as city planning to ensure that what people need (for example, shops 
and businesses) are at reach within a shorter journey pattern (such as the 15 Minute City concept; where travel 
desires can be reached within a 15 minute radius). This can be achieved by increasing the amount of cycle lanes 
and safer pedestrianised areas. Another concept for sustainability is ‘Balancing The Grid’; where the levels of 
energy produced should match the demand (is harder with renewable sources). In the UK, the frequency is 
balanced at 50 Hertz. If that drops by 1%, it causes damage and instability to the network. Therefore, renewable 
sources need to be structured to be flexible and responsive to reach these challenges, such as intelligent 
batteries and a tariff system, along with existing models such as smart meters. 

For the UK to succeed in its aspirations to achieve Net-Zero carbon, energy, technology and transport need to 
build convergence. Over the next few months (leading up to COP26 in Glasgow), SYSTRA will be undertaking 
monthly seminars to explore the progress we have made and what further steps can be taken over the next few 
years. 


